
Step 4. Describe your idea in a nutshell:

Step 2b. Potential key activities

Joint benchmark/methodology on ESG criteria to engage first mover investors

Adding risk/cost sufficient to engage and move keystone investors such as

Vanguard, Blackrock who have many investments in their portfolio

Focus on holding the financial sector itself accountable on their inaction e.g.

through investments going back to Date x in the past’ by strategic litigation

similar to “Exxon knew”

Step 1: Identify someone to report back "your idea in a nutshell" and add a post it next to the idea

you are discussing. 

Step 2: Discuss the idea - what could it look like?  How could we flesh out this idea? What could

be key activities? - 15min

Step 3: What could success look like? - 5min

Step 4: If possible, describe your idea in a nutshell. 5min

Step 5: What would be concrete steps to make it happen?  - 5min

Step 6: Who might be interested to move this idea forward? - 5min

Step 1. Which idea is this group discussing?
Step 3. What could success look like?

Step 5. What would be concrete next steps to move this idea forward?

Step 6a. Who in this group is interested in moving this forward?

Step 2a. Discuss: How could we expand this idea ?

Add a post it next to the idea you are discussing.

Capture key ideas on post its.

Capture key ideas on post its.

Capture key ideas on post its.  

Capture key ideas on post its. This is the section

we would like you to report back. 

Capture key ideas on post its.  

Capture your names on post its.

Key

challenge:

who do we

benchmark? 

Clarity - it's not

immediately

evident where

accountability

lies. 

Challenge is amount

of aspects - some

companies good on

deforestation, but not

good on diversified

protein sales. 

Investor

engagement

works best when

it's one topic - we

don't have that

luxury. 

'There's more

noise than

signal in the

ESG space for

food.'

The Protein

Index is a

climate story,

environmental

story.

What is the

land intensity

of the protein

we use? 

Attention point:

not just building,

but ensuring it's

used

disseminated.

Benchmarking

becomes

mainstreamed

across both

financial sector,

and food civil

society. 

Group 1

Try to benchmark as

many actors as we can

manage. It's important to

assert responsibility to

everyone but consumers

- financiers, producers,

states, public

institutions.  

Animal-source

benchmark in

between what

FAIR and World

Benchmarking

Alliance. 

Important to look

at the whole

value chain to

see where the

weak points are. 

Build on

waves of

business

disclosure - 

Important to tie

in what we

benchmark with

the political

space. 

What does an

idea along the

lines of 'stranded

assets' look like in

the food space? 

The missed

opportunity &

transition risk is

an important

story to tell. 

Is there a way

of quantifying

the carrying

capacity to

McDonalds'?

Can we

extend the

FAIR Index? 

COP26 Activities, Two

Hooks: within the Nature

campaign, 1st hook on the

subsidy repurposing

campaign; 2nd hook on

government backing on

innovation in the food

system. Protein isn't a

central element of either of

these. 

Comparison

across product

groups vs.

comparisons

within one

product group. 

Strengthening

the 'less and

better' lens. 

Investors can

identify and

understand which

companies are the

best-aligned with

the transition. 

Investors

understand and

resonate with

both the risks

and

opportunities. 

Food & 'Less/

Better Meat'

agenda is stronger

in reference

investor coalitions

on climate. 

This project

becomes a

reference point for

financial actors at

the intersection of

climate, health,

sustainability. 

Build informative

dashboard showing

companies, that allows you

to consider strengths/

weaknesses, and

opportunities. Also

opportunity to include

country levels. Visualise the

supply chains of food

businesses. 

Food

Systems

Dashboard.

Inside-outside

communications

strategy: Outside

gamers hold actors to

account on not using

the Dashboard. Insiders

push mainstream

adoption of dashboard. 

Surface cases of

successful strategies

where companies

incorporate new

benchmarks (ie. how

do these new ideas

get to scale)

Marshalling backing to

do strategic

communications on

metrics/benchmarking

we promote (targeting

mainstream analytics)

Building a

data trust,

remixing

indexes. 

This will cost

money! Need to

connect up the

funding dots from

big ticket issues

(eg forests)

Most of the

organisations in

the last two days

probably have an

interest and

contribution to

make here!

All of us

(Will, Avery,

Daniel)
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Group 2

strategic litigation in

sectors where

investors are placed

- increase the risk

for the investors/

lenders

Areas of risk:

Climate

Shifting diets

Other planetary

boundaries

human rights/land

rights/indigeous rights

Who are the keystone

investors and what do

they do?

Lending?

Equity finance?

Supply chain finance? 

Family-owned /

private

companies -

what's their

source of

finance?

Lending -

companies

borrow much

more

frequently

Meat and dairy

financiers but

also soft

commodities

(feed etc)

could we have a

Hague like

litigation on the

investors?

Fiduciary duty ("We

have to focus on

investment returns -

can't consider wider

factors")

Can we redefine this

duty?

Asset owners

(pension funds,

sovereign funds) -

influence them to

influence asset

managers

Who sets the

underlying

investment

"rules"?

- Index providers

Investor

behaviours -

longer term

focus?

How should we

define "return"?

How do we tackle

localised finance Private

capital (lending?) and

insurance

Ensure the projects

financed are sustainable,

safe etc

Equitable risk sharing

Risk and responsibility and

powerWho bears the risk?

Farmers!

Downstream companies collect

the rewards

Debt also leaves risk with the

borrower

Would equity be fairer?

Need a better

network - working

with sustainable

investors

Highlight/support

positive examples

Mapping the

investors

supporting

the food

system

Who is already

working to changes

the "investment

rules" and definition

of financial risk?

Responsible

investment

associations;

InfluenceMap work on

agriculture; specific

specialists; Finance

Innovation Lab

Database -  

Mapping the

investor mindset

- engaging

investors to

change this

Costing the risks

including externalities

And systemic risks

(eg antibiotic

microbial resitance)

Cultural

framework -

what's legitimate

/ socially useful

financial activity

Food system

investment is part

of the portfolio - so

don't just focus on

risk - need rewards

as well

Universal

ownership

Investors base their

thinking on meeting

needs,/public goods,

not only on pure

financial returns.

+ Mindset shift: part of

food system

Landmark

legislation -

redefining fiduciary

duty to include

planetary

boundaries (public

good)

IMF/World Bank

consider planetary

boundaries when

assessing products

and evaluating

systemic risk

Food as a

right, not a

commodity

Financial

system is truly

democratic /

participatory

no financial

speculation of

ag commodities

Investors are not

separate/apart from/

considered "above", but

equaly embedded. I.e.

not privileged above

other stakeholder

concerns

Redefine value -

sustainable

wealth creation

in the widest

sense
Investor incentives not

linked to short term

returns, rewarding

public good and

systemic risk /

resource management

Revolutionaise

the financial

system!

Demystify the

financial sector

so that it is

under

democratic

control

Change the

definition of

financial risk and

reward and

fiduciary duty (to

include planetary

boundaries

Align with the

'best' investors

so that they

demand change

Food is

food, not a

financial

product

Mapping private

lending to key

agribusiness

players, current due

diligence

conducted on these

loans

Capture lessons

learned from

existing

campaigns (inc

climate)

Mapping the investor

mindset

(How do their

personal values align

with their investment

outlook?)

Identify the

political actors

(individuals) 

who influence

the investment

markets?
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This one!

Pension

funds

Health related legal

case/ endangerment

of the public (could

something specific

be found such as

endocrine disruptors)

Big Meat

perceived

as coal 

Trade deal

angle

Attaching legal action

to different aspects of

meat's

impacts (deforestation,

AMR)

Mobilisation part of

litigation,

especially bringing

in directly affected

communities/

victims

Actions against

greenwashing

by investors-

possibly in

advertising to

consumers 

Analyse

ESG

investment 

Group 3

learning from

other sectors

coalition of

organisations 

Limit to one

aspect/

deforestation and

Tesco- or link with

methane and

climate change 

AMR/

disease/

health 

advocacy

on public /

private

finance

Mobilise/

organise

AMR could

be a good

angle

public divestment

from companies

causing

deforestation, AMR,

exceeding climate

commitments

Speak to

lawyers! 

Investigate

advertising

standards

Building alliances

with directly affected

communities, small

farmers. Honour the

work that has already

been done. 

ECF, CIFF,

Changing

Markets,

Feedback

Natuur &

Milieu

POST IT BAR POST IT BAR

POST IT BAR

POST IT BAR

Finding basis

to hold

companies

accountable 

financial

accountability

laws 

what's he

ask? 

build

advocacy

campaigns in

parallel to

litigation 

Limits to FAIR

methodology - to

what extent is

Tyson Food for

example happy to

shrink?

Definition of

financial risk for

investors includes

planetary

boundaries , human

rights

Intersectional

coalition

campaigning 

Role for

corporate

governance? 

Green

taxonomy-

something to

be used for

litigation?

Farm to fork

Greenwashing

litigation/

critical

evaluation of

ESG

Actions taken

by investors

on healthy

diets 

Landmark case-

linking finance and

diets (a la Shell)-

making investors

responsible for food

environments 

opportunistic

litigation- eg animal

welfare and

sentient beings,

climate change in

the Netherlands,

nirtrates

Supply chain

accountability 
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